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Petros Pieros Ltd     Lighting Automation showroom Tel. 25734644,  25734663, 7000 77 88

Address: 35 Spyrou Kyprianou (Makedonias) Avenue, Limassol 3070 (picture from google earth)

From Nicosia (55min) –Larnaca (45min) –Kyrenia (85min)-Famagusta (85min):

1. Take the highway to Limassol.
2. Follow the left exit towards Troodos. (This is the exit AFTER the Tsirion football stadium seen on your left side)
3. When you reach the  round about turn left towards the city centre.
4. When you find the FIRST traffic lights turn left, you are now in Spyrou Kyprianou (Makedonias Avenue)
5. BEFORE reaching the next traffic lights we are the last building on the left hand side, no 35.

On the right of the showroom there is a passage leading to the parking place at the back of the building.

From Paphos (35min):

1. Take the highway to Limassol.
2. Follow the first exit (on the left) towards Limassol (you can see Ex-Orphanides supermarket on the right). On the 
sign post it is written Troodos, Port.
3. When you reach the first round about keep going straight –parallel to the high way.
4. When you reach the second round about turn right towards the city centre.
5. From the FIRST traffic lights turn left, you are now in Spyrou Kyprianou (Makedonias Avenue)
5. BEFORE reaching the next traffic lights we are the last building on the left hand side, number 35.

On the right of the showroom there is a passage leading to the parking place at the back of the building.
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